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How to prevent phishing attacks?
1. Introduction
“Phishing” has several definitions; however, all of them are common in the main idea of misleading
people to divulge their sensitive information such as their credit card number. In fact, Phishers1 apply
“social engineering” techniques to deceive their victims, and exploit the vulnerabilities of the system to
conceal their attack completely. Two terms of “brand spoofing” or “carding” refer to Phishing attack [1]
that shows one pervasive type of Phishing attack in which an attacker shows a masquerading website
instead of the legitimate one to the users to steal their confidential data.
The term of Phishing was used for the first time in 1996 in relation to stealing AOL2 accounts [2] [3]. And
nowadays, this type of attack is the most common kind of stealing users’ data. Statistic shows that
Phishing attacks are growing very fast each month and they become more and more serious and
sophisticated during the time [1] [4]. On the other hand, there are some techniques and methods to
prevent Phishing attacks which are called anti‐phishing techniques. In this article, several types of
Phishing attacks and effective prevention techniques are introduced briefly.

2. Phishing Attacks in Detail
In order to prevent Phishing attacks, it is vital to comprehend their behaviour first. As this article is in the
field of computer security, it does not want to speak about the Phishing techniques which are not
directly related to this area, such as “phone caller ID spoofing” and so on3.
Phishing scam does not have a specific schema and it might be seen in different places with dissimilar
behaviours. Popular forms of Phishing attacks are:
1. A malicious email (or an instant message) which pretends it is from a legitimate company but it
contains some links which are from the attacker website. In most cases, the attacker
manipulates the email header to change the sender to a legitimate one. (Figure A.1 in appendix
A)
2. A malicious email (or an instant message) that deceives people into sending their information
for the attacker. (Figure A.2 in appendix A)
3. A fake website which accepts donation for charities but it is actually the Phisher’s website [5].
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4. A fake website with the similar content as the legitimate website and a homogeneous domain
name address such as “payepal.com” or “secure‐paypal.com” instead of “paypal.com”.
Moreover, there are some other types of Phishing attacks which are widely used these days.
5. A malicious message which guides the victim to one page of the legitimate website which has a
vulnerability such as “XSS4”. And by using that page, the attacker steals the victim’s confidential
information. (Figure A.3 appendix A)
6. Attacker fools the victim to setup a malware which is called “crimeware” [4]. This program
redirects the important websites, such as “ebay.com”, to the attacker website (for instance by
changing the local DNS5) or steals the user’s information via the web browsing directly (for
instance by adding a small JavaScript to all of the web pages)6.
Although at first sight it seems that 5 and 6 are not types of Phishing attacks, according to the definition
of Phishing and the purpose of these attacks, it is obvious that they can be mentioned in Phishing group.
In order to have more success, Phishers usually use the hybrid of these methods.

3. Anti‐Phishing Techniques
Although the best prevention technique against Phishing attacks is security awareness [6] [7], there is no
warranty that the users can learn and use this knowledge and then always be up to date. Therefore,
science of computer security creates some countermeasures against these attacks. Since types of
Phishing attacks are variant, the prevention techniques should be diverse. Some of these techniques
are:
1. “Signature based” techniques, similar to “spam protection” techniques [8] [9]. In some forms of
this kind of protection, system can learn during the time [16]. For instance in figure A.2
(appendix A) “Authentication‐Results” can be used as a signature to recognise a Phishing attack
(or spamming) (Type 1 and 2)
2. “Model based” features which are actually statistical trainable filtering [10]. (Type 1 and2)
3. “PHONEY” which is mimicking the user’s response to detect Phishing attacks [11]. In this
method, server tries to answer the email automatically, and through the answer, a signature‐
based algorithm is applied to detect a Phishing attack. (Type 1 and 2)
4. A frame work to detect similar domain names and fraud action [12]. (Type 2 and 4)
5. Page similarity recognition techniques in order to find the fake websites [13] [14]. (Type 2 and 4)
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6. Client side tools (sometimes special for a website of a company) in order to check the safe web
pages by some signature based algorithm and also perform harmful website filtering. [15]
(Depends on algorithm can apply for all types)
7. Using SSL/TLS or more sophisticated algorithms which use SSL/TLS.[17] [18] (Type 2 and 4)
8. Using some “sign‐in seal” during the login process of the user. “sign‐in seal” should be secret
between the user and the specific server, and can consist of some letters, pictures, or a media
which must be shown whenever the user opens the login page. For instance, Yahoo! uses this
technology on the login page. (Type 2 and 4)
9. Using updated antivirus to detect “crimeware” applications. (Type 6)
10. Secure the websites to have no vulnerability such as XSS. (Type 5)
11. A technique, which no one has spoken about, can be searching the captured image of the
website in a powerful search engine. The algorithm of this method can be similar to face
detection one, but this time it is for a website. (Type 4)
Despite the high cost of implementing these methods which requires a lot of investment, phishing
techniques vary during the time and their cost is very cheap:
1. A Phisher can bypass many of these prevention methods by putting his/her messages inside a
picture.
2. A Phisher can hide the source code of a websites by using a simple obfuscation technique.
3. A user who does not care about the pad lock of SSL/TLS or the warning messages can still be a
victim of Phishing action.
4. A new Phishing website can bypass the Phishing filtering without any problem.
5. Sign-seal method can also be circumvented when the website has a simple XSS vulnerability.

4. Conclusion
Phishing attacks have become more popular in recent years. As the rates of the crimes in this area have
been increased, in this article, several types of Phishing attacks and their prevention ways were
introduced. However, this does not mean that there will be no phishing attack in future as phishers can
still find some ways of attacking the World Wide Web. Statistics show Phishers use the “botnet”s to
vastly disperse their Phishing emails and get more victims. On the other hand, there have been lots of
researches on protecting users from these kinds of attacks which may lead to decrease the phishing
attacks.
The considerable progress in the prevention methods could lead to a huge change on phishing attacks in
the near future. But, there is no doubt that this fight will be continued for many years between the
security experts and the attackers similar to virus’s technology, therefore people must have some
knowledge about security to deal with these attacks.

Appendix
A. Figures

Figure A.1 – Phishing by the email (type 1)

Figure A.2 – Phishing by the email (type 2)

Figure A.3 – Phishing by the website vulnerability (type 5)
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